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ABS'l'RAC'r
The four Ballades of Chopin occupy a unique position
withi11 his outp1Jt and in the repertory cf keyboard music.
Al.though

Chc~i n

'·::.s

not the onl:i' r.omposer to utj_lize the

form, he is credited as being the first to adapt the
ballade to the piano.

His efforts resulted in the crea-

tion of a unique '.:ype of single-movement piano piece cl:aracterized by an inherent narrative quality.
Several individuals and events were i11fluential in
shaping the musical personality of Chopin.

Adalbert Zywny

and Joseph Elsner provided piano and theory J.nstruction
in Chopin'3 youth.

The virtuosity nf Hummel, Paganini,

and Field affect.ed Chopin as a composer and a.s a perforraer.
Italian opera also exerted an influence upon his compositional style.

Influential e'cnts include thP struggles of

Po.lanu, t!1e Romantic Movement, and Chopin's battle against
tuberculosis.
Chopin's .nusical
ornamentation of

melc~·

~-

,·le is characterized by elaborate

s, use of rapid figuration, ani

cl1romatic l1a1·monics . .\n over•Jiew of Chot:Jin's music
demonstI'iltC:?S l1ic'i i11dividuality in L'.'1<• treatrr1cnt of ootl1
~>m.111

the

arid

larcJ(~-

cl1ar~ctur

sea 1 e works.

piece.

'I'he cr1aracter
•

Vl

:>1eces,
•

sui)jectivc: in

r 1 a '__ u

re ,

t011deu
his

in lcngtl1 1rcln1 short
w<irks.

Chop1:1 re.•JitaL ized

to more

c,:~isting

e;;-

·forms through

in11c)vativc ·.::om11osi tior1al elev ices, creatir1g both

small-scale and large-scale character pieces .
•

The Ballades occupy a unique position within Chopin's
output due to their inherent narrative quality.
Ballade~

The

contain the drama and suspense of the literary

ballad without the presence of an actual story.
Several writers have suggested a direct association
of the Chopin Ba'lades with the literary ballads of Polish
poet Adam Mickiewicz.

Due to the fact that there is

PO

documented evidence to support the existence of a direct
literary association, it is probable that Chopin chose to
emulate features of narrative style rather than content of
the literary ballad.
Features of narrative style corrunon to the Chopin
Ballades and the literary ballad cf the time include the
following:

suggestion of the presence of an unidentified

nzi1rator, present tense, suspenseful unfolding of the
narrative, incremental repetition, characters in conflict,
ilnd a trilgic or dramatic ending.
Lt1c•

discussior1 c.f each of

Ct1<Jµi11 Ballades in t{;rrns of structure and narrati·Je

:;tylc~

clemor1stral:es

Ctioi)in
Li·1cil

A

u~>eti

S[lec~fic

compositional features whicl1

to create drum<l and susi,ensc

r)f lh<2 l iterar·y ballad.

Ball.id•! is ar1al)'Zed in

term~

The

compar·"lbie

structur<' <)f each

of Chopin's usc of

,, l• l•

to

I

/\ con1-

riu.rison 0nd contrast of c_impositi<)nal and nar1·ativc tecl1r1ic1ues ut.! 1 i.:ced 'tli l:'.ir the four Ballades attempl:s to
plain tl1eir JJ.vergence of form .
•

•

•

•

Vlll.

EX-

CB-r\P'l'f,R I
LNFLUENC!:S St!APING T!IE !'-\USICAL PERSONALITY OF CHOPI!~

Bach is l!ke an astronomer who, with the help
(1f
ci;:iriers, finds the most wonderful st.ars . . . .
rieetl1oven embraced the universe 't1ith the power of
his spirit . . . . I do not climb so high. A long
ti.me ago I d "··· ided that my uni verse will be the
hear: a11d soul of man.l
-Chopin
Siich were the words written by Ct1opin as he described
his m11sical aspirations in a letter to his confidante,
Delphine Potacka.

The goal expressed by Chopin, although

seeming.l.y poetic and idealistic, is as a prciphecy fulfilled when considered in terms of his lifelong co11tr1bution as

~

pianist and composer.

As a planist, he produced
111~

breatht~king

effects with

pure, singing tone, fine legato, and carefully moulded

phrai;ing.

Hedley staC:es that ''when Chopin vanished from

the scene, nothing of l1is art as a piLnist was left;
there remained only a legend of his personal, elusive
2
style of playing.••
Although as a composer Chopin devoted himself mainly
tu tl1c piano, this narrowing of interest resulted in a
•

--·------ - - - -

t'\1Jral1<1n1 Ci1asins, Speaking of~n.ianist:... .
1\lfrcd ,'\.. !(nupf, Inc., 1953), '· 220.

1

Yu1·k:

•

•

(New

)

-Arthur lledley,
!,td.,

L'J74),

p.

Chopi1~

(Lendor::

118.

1

J. M. Dent & Suns,

I

I

2

sµ<e,_;jQl1zatior. of output rather '::1,lr1 a

lim1Lation.

discover,•d a fresh approach to compr1sition,
were altered and improved.

existi~g

l\s

"·-=

fcrms

Innovative compositional de•

vices suer as melodic

ornamenta~ion,

rapid figuration,

and use of chromatic harmo11y became st:irlistic features of

I

'

his works.

Hutcheson writes:

Chopin's greatest distinction, the quality in
which he outpointed all others, lay undoubtedly
in the astonishing originality and appropriateness
of his writing for the piano. His ev9ry phrase,
technical pattern, and ornament sound inevitably
proper to the chosen nedium.3
Gillespie praises Chopin as a prominent composer
"universally idolized in his own country and ours, who
holds the enviable position of being the one whose music
4
is most frequently perfo~.'1Tled. ••

Gillespie characterizes

the music of Chopin as ''subjective and tinged with
melancholy,

11

as an ''expression of the search for the ur1-

attainable,

11

and as a representative of a new keyboard

style that "fits ideally into nineteenth-century Romanticism.

115

Although the reputation of Chopin as a highlyregarded pianist and composer is presently well-established,
sucr1 was not the case during his own lifetime.
3

York:

Cl1ampioned

Ecnest llutcheson, The Literature of the Piano (New
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1964), p. 212.

4

John Gillespie, Five Centuries of Keyboard Music
(Belmont, CA: Wadworth Publishing Co. Inc., 1965), p. 220.

-

j

Ibid., p. 220.
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technique to create what Kirby describes as "virtuoso
.
'' 21
character pieces.

Melodic features include melody within fig11ration
(Op. 25, nos. 1 and 6), melody again~t figuration (Op. J.O,
no. 12), and melody in doubled thirds and sixths (Op. 10,
no. 7; Op. 25, nos. 6 and 8).

Cantabile style is feat11red

in Op. 10, nos. 3, 6, and 11; and in Op. 25, nos. 1, 5,
and 7.

Rhythmic devices include cross-rhythms (Op. 25,

nos. 1 and 2), accents (Op. 10, nos. 3 and 10; Op. 25, no.
3), and syncopation (Op. 25, no. 4; Trois Nouv.1lles Etudes
nos. .i and iii) .
Harmonic features include widespread bass accompaniments (Op. 10, no. 9; Op, 25, no. 1), arpeggiated accompaniments (Op. 10, nos. 1 and 11), and contrapuntal writing (Op. 25, no. 3).

Of special interest is the use of

pedal effects (Op. 25, no. 1) and extensive chromaticism.
Chromatic passage-writing is used in Op. 10, nos. 2, 4,
8, and 12; and Op. 25, no. 11.
Stylized Dance Forms:

Mazurkas, Polonaises, Waltzes

Mazurkas
Chopin received his inspiration for the mazurkas from
the oberek, a Polish dance form.

The oberek includes

three types of dances, all in triple time:

Kir~y, A Short History of Keyboard Music
The Free Press, 1966), p. 286.

21 F. E.

(New York:

the kujawiak

........_

•

I

44

(slow a-.1d serious), t.he mazur (faster), and the obertas
2
2
( fastf,st).
Typical features of the dance include use
of t!1e minor mode, embellishment, dotted rhythms, syncopations, and irregular accents.

Although Chopin did not

use actual folk melodies, he borrowed tl1e basic features
of dance forms and enriched them with counterpoint, suspensions, and chromaticism.

The result is a highly sty-

23
lized dance with the qualities of a character piece.
The mazurkas are diverse in character as well as for111 •
•

Some are short pieces in simple ternary for111, while others
are longer and more complex.

They are each comprised of

three or four sections which are repeated and alternated
in various combinations.

The mazurkas are highly orna•

rnented with acciaccature and trills.
Specific features include the contrapuntal writing of
Op. 24, no. 4 and Op. 50, no. 3; extensive chromaticism of
Op. 59, no. 3; and the use of

drone bass (Op. 6, nos. 2

and 3; Op. 7, nos. 2 and 4; Op. 41, no. 2, and Op. 68, no.
2).

Modal passages are found in the following:

Op. 7,

no. 5 (Mixolydian); Op. 41, no. 1 (Phrygian); and Op. 24,
no. 2, Op. 41, no. 4, Op. 58, no. 2 (Lydian).

·-----------22 F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music
(New York: The Free Press, 1966), p. 293.
23 rbid., p. 295.

'
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Polonaises
The polonaises were inspired by the national dance
form of the same name.

Chopin rl'tained the title and

basic features of ti~ form, but greatly altered its sigr,ificance.

Although the title "polonaise'' had been used

by J. S. Bach, J. C. Bach, Weber and others, Chopin revitalized the noble, ceremonial quality of the polonaise
to become a vehicle for the expression of patriotic feeling.

The large-scale, brilliant works were designed to

portray the past glories, hopes, and despair of the Polish
people.

24

In contrast to the small, intimate mazurkas, the polonaises are designed for the concert hall.

Seven of the

polonaises (including the Pclo11aise Fantaisie) were published during Chopin's lifetime, while eight were published
posthumously.

The earlier polonaises (Op. 71) contain

the polonaise proper in rounded binary form, a trio section in a closely-related key, and a da capo repeat,
'l'l1e form was expanded in later worlcs (Opp. 26, 40, 44,
and 53) to include the polonaise proper and several subsections.

•

Expanded rctnge of the keyboard, i.e., high register
melody and low register accompaniment, and use of stronglyt ures
contrasting subject matter are tea

O-f'

Op. 26, no. 2

24 John Gillespie, Five Centuries of Keyboard Music
(Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1965), p.
227.

46

("R,ovolt") and <)p. 40, no. 1 ("Military").

Op. 44 is a

stylized concert piece comprised of a preiude, introduction, polonaise proper, and several

~pisodes.

A mazurka

occurs i11 the middle, followed by restatement of the introduction and polonaise proper.

Of harmonic interest

are the severe modulations of Op. 44, and the chains of
chromatically descending diminished seventh chords in Op.
26, no. 1, and in Op. 71, nos. 1 and 2.
The Polonaise-Fantaisie (Op. 61) is considered the
.
25
epitome of Chopin's dance-inspired music.

It is a large

ternary for111 with introduction and coda, and is based on
thematic development rather than repetition of whole sections.

Symphonic in nature, the piece abounds with fig11ra-

tion, arpeggios, and trills.

It is a complicated work

with extensive transitional passages and many changes of
key.
Waltzes
Chopin stylized the waltz in a manner entirely different from that of the ma?urkas and polonaises.

Written

for the aristocratic salons of Paris, the waltzes arc designed to char111, nothing more.

26

Kentner writes of

th~

waltzes as follows:
25 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music (New
York:
Da Capo Press, 1972), p. 264.
26 John Gillespie, Five Centuries of Keyboard Music
(Beimont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1965), p.
230.
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Schubert's and the Strauss brothers' waltzes
were essentially dance music, and Chopin's were
drawing room music in waltz rhythm, highl1r
stylized, in whi.ch sparkling piano writing and
piqu~nt harmony are the main points of interest. 27
Chopin published eight waltzes during his lifetime,
while eleven were published posthwnously.

Although there

is no set form in the waltzes, the general pattern is that
of waltz proper, several contrasting waltzes, and a
restatement of the waltz proper.

Some of the waltzes have

a da capo repeat, while others include an alteration of
the waltz proper upon its reappearance.

Op. 69, no. 1 is

in rondo form, while Op. 64, no. 2 is a combination of
rondo and ternary forms.
The first published waltz is the Grande Valse Brilliante in E-flat major (Op. 18).

Written in 1831, the waltz

. 28
established Chopin's fame in the salons of Paris.

Sever-

al of the waltzes are characterized by brilliance and
rhythmic verve, while others are subdued and nocturnelike.

Those pieces

resembli~g

nocturnes are Op. 34, no. 2;

Op. 64, no. 2; and Op. 69, no. 2.

Brilliance is achieved

through figuration in Op. 18; Op. 34, no. l; and Op. 64,
no. 2.

Op. 3 4, no. 3 (''Cat Waltz") is characterized by
•

29
what rluneker terms the ''perpetuurn mobile'' quality.
28 Adam Ilarasowski, ''An Overview of Chopin's Piano
!1usic," The Piano Quarterly 113 (Spring, 1981): 30.
29 James Jluneker, Chopin: The Man & Ilis Music
( New yo r k : c;ia r l e s Sc r ~i.;;b:.::n"'e-r-.1 -s--:::S:-o-n-s-,-;:r-=n-=c~.-,-,1-;9;-;C'·'''l-,-=-p . 242.
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Brilliant passage-work is a feature of Op. 64, no. 2,
while Op. 42 is characterized by triple against duple
rhythm.
Large Forms:

Scherzos and Sonatas

Scherzos
The Chopin scherzos are an outgrowth of the scherzon
found within a typical sonata movement.
first to establish the scherzo as an

Chopin was the

indeJJenc'l~~t

composi-

tion, creating what Kentner describes as ''the very antithesis of what was understood in pre-Choi:,in days by
'scherzo., ,,JO

Under Chopin, the scherzo \>.'as not a witty,

light-hearted composition; the title was given to pieces
of a pessimistic, sombre, almost savage nat11re.

With

reference to Beethoven's use of the for1c1, Kentner writes
that "even Beethoven's scherzi seem friendly and petty
compared to Chopin's bitter sarcasms. ••

'

31

The Chopin scherzos are four in number, composed between 1831 and 1842.

The oryanization shared by the four

is that of scherzo proper, a contrasting trio, and repeat
of the scherz<J proper.

Within the scherzo proper, several

themes are stated, and then the section is repeated.
30 Louis Kentner, Pia110

The

(New York: Schirmer Books,
A Div. of Macmillan Pub. Co., Inc., 1976), p. 158.
31

rbid.

I

p. 158.
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repetitive scheme and use of contrasting trio resemble the
scherzos within a sonata movement, b11t the Chopin scher::os
are on a larger sea ;_e than would occur in a son3. ta .
••

The Scherzo in B minor (Op. 20) is considered the
finest of the four.

The dramatic scherzo proper is

sharply contrasted by the lyrical trio theme which is a
simple setting of a Polish folk song.

The Scherzo in

B-flat minor (Op. 3li is the best-known and most popular.
Chopin cleverly bridges the gap between the distantlyrelated keys of the scherzo proper and trio by enhar1uonic
spelling in the new key.

The scherzo ends on a D-flat,

while the trio opens with an enharmonic C-sharp in the
key of A major.

c- sharp

The Scherzo in

minor (Op, 3 9)

•

l.S

characterized by its b'llliant coda and two statements of
the trio.

The Scherzo in E major (Op. 54) is of a more
•

gentle nature than the others.

Although seldom performed,

it contains elegant passage-work and an ethereal quality.
Sonatas
'rhe three piano sonatas represent Chopin's cor1tribution to t.stablished sonata form.

Ir1 basic organization,

the Chopin sonatas follow the traditionol pattern of an
Allegro first movement in sonata form, a scherzo, a slow
third move.:nent, and a finale.

The key relationships :ie-

tween the movements are also traditional.

Crocker de-

scribes the sonatas as "a series of episodes set into

'

50

Beethoven's framework."

He believes that the sonatas

achieve greatness through the strong character of separate

•

episodes rather than through structural integrity. 32
The L-minor Sonata (Op. 41), composed in 1823,

•

l.S

considered a student attempt; consequently, it is seldom
performed.

The piece is sparse in subject matter and in-

deterrainate in key relatj.onships.

By way of contrast,

the B-flat minor Sonata (Op. 35) and the B minor Sonata
(Op. 58) b.Jth have a clear outline of thematic material
with nefinite key changes.

The works are characterized by

figuration, dissonant suspensions, and elaborate virtuoso
material comprised of staccato repeated notes and chromatic runs.
Chopin's most unconventional treatment of the for111
involves the irregular recapitulations in the first moverner1ts of the B·-flat minor Sonata and the B minor Sonata,
and the unusual finale of the B-flat minor Sonata.

Chopin

reoverses the tradit.ional concept of the recapitulation
in sonata forrr. by presenting the subordinate theme before

tr1e principal theme.

The finale of the B-flat mjnor

Sonata is a small, etude-like movement rather than the
lraditional rondo or large-scale sondta

Only

1<.icha1·d J,. C.'1·ockc'1·, ,., !!·.,;tor:i· '~: :·!usic..il St4·l..:
YcJri<:: ~1.:::c;r:_i1v-f!i 11 !><.icif: ,.,)., l Q66), ''·
·1.\4 .
•
32

(:~e1.;

movem~nl.

'

•
51
:'.5 rneasures in length,

it featu:-es intense chromaticism
33
to the point of atonality.
Miscellaneous Works
The

~anta~sie

in F minor (Op. 49), composed in 1841,

'

is considered 1...ie greatest of Chopin's miscellaneous pieces
34
a1id one of his most inspired works.

Improvisatory c1nd

march-like passages are repeated in several different keys,
closing in A-flat major.
(0~.

The Barcarolle in F-sharp major

60), composed in 1846, is an adaptation of Venetian

boat songs.
are featured.

Easy harmonies and Italian melodic conto11rs
The Berceuse in D-flat major (Op. 57), com-

posed in 1843, contains arabesques above a rocking ostinato
figure in the bass.

Considered much less successfui are

the -Tarantella in A-flat major (Op. 43), and the Bolero in
A minor

(Op. 19).
Summary of Stylistic

F~atures

Melody
Mellers lists Polish folk music and Italian bel canto
35
as the two n1ain sources of Chopin's melodies.
Danceinspired melodies include those of the mazurkas, polonaises,
33 oenis Matthews, ed., I<eyboard Mu~ic (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1972), p. 226.
34 Ernest If11tcheson, ed., The Literature of th€' '.!iano
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1964), p. 243.
35
wi l fr id r1 e 11 er s , ~M::::a:.:n.:_:&~;:H:.::i:.::s:.,:Mc:.u=s.;:;i-=c-':-,-,..R:..;.:.o.:;,;m~a;-:n~trri-=c-=i:...:s:..:m"--a:;;.:.:n..::.:.d
the 20th century (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), p. 6.

'

.....

....

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------
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and wal

~.zes.

Chopin took the bas1.c features of the dance

forms and ~~riched them with his harmonies to create
stylized character pieces.

Under Ch0pin, the polonaise

came to express na.tional feeling, while the waltz became
glittering salon music.
Other of Chopin's melodies

ar~

v ca ... in nat.ure, sirni-

lar to the bel canto style of contemporary Italian opera.
Abraham writes that Chopin's

m~lody

is not an imitation,

36
b ... t a styl.i..:ation of Italian bel canto.

In the same

fashion as bE'l canto, most of Chopin's melC'dies
structed in 8-bar periods.

··.1

e con-

Although this structure is the

basic foundation used by Chopin, he often utilizes phrase.
h rase extension,
.
.
37
over ! apping,p
or p hr ase con t ractJon.

WhilP. chromaticism is of great importance to Chopin's
music, his melody is predominantly diatonic,

Chroma~ic

elements within his melodies are usually p11rely decorative
38
and comprised of passing tones or parts of ornaments •
.l\n

ornamental feature often used by Chopin consists of a

cadenza-like chromatic passage which briefly interrupts
the melodic flow.

Found mainly in the noct11rnes, the orna-

ment is similar to the vocal coloratura runs in Italian

------·--------

.

36 Gerald Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), p. 64.
37rbid., p. 62.
38 rbid., p. 6l1 •

'
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opera.

Although modeled after

it is not a mere imitation.

~he

ornamentation of opera,

Chopin stylized the feature

so that while it may be unsuitable for the singer, it is
in character with the

39
.ature of the piano,

The or11amen·tal yrace notes and triplets characteristic of national. dance forms are wsed i11 Chopin's stylizations of those forms as well as in several of his other
works.

Tr·ills, acciaccature, ti.irns, and mordents are used

throughout his works.

Melody within figuration and mel-

odic organ point are other ornamer.tal feat11res.
Harmony
Although Chopin is a distinctive melodist, it is his
use of harmonic innovation, particularly chromaticiSJll,
that characterizes his works.

Abraham writes that Chopin,

as the forerunner of Liszt, Wagner, and the modern atonalists,· was ''the first composer to seriously undermine the
solid system of diatonic tonalisrn cre<:tted by the Viennese Classical masters."

40

Chopin's harmony, like his melody, is fundamentally
diatonic.

Typical chords .. sed by Chopin include ordinary

diatonic triads and inversions, Neapolitan sixths,

~he

minor form of the subdominant triad in the major mode,

39

rbid., p.

66 ·

4 oGerald Abraham, Chopin's ~1us~~~l Style (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), P· viii.

..
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domj_nant sevenths and

r1in~.!1s,

diminished sevenths, and

chords of the augmented sixth (German and French form). 41
Chopin's harmonv features free modulation and liber al treatment of dissonance.

Basic chords c\re over:J.aid

with suspensions, ·passing tones, and appoggiaturas to the
point of disguising the actual chord.

Ur1resolved appoggi-

aturas and passing tones of ten have the effect of displays of color.

Harmonic splashes of color are also

achieved by the side-slipping of dominant or diminished
sevenths.

One

~f

Chopin's favorite modulatory points is

an unresolved dominant seventh chord in third inversion,
followed by runs and scale passages.

42

Crocker writes that Chopi1•' s talent for creating
unique and orig.nal pianistic figuration
in the 1800 s.
1

43

wa~

unsurpassed

His figurations make haL1t1onies more in-

tense by concentrating on the individual chord.

The im-

proved piano allowed the use of pedal effects to give
more resonance to figurations.
Also related to the improvements made upon the piano
is Chopin's use of extended harmonies.
41

Improved sonority

Ibid., p. 78.

42

Rey '1. Longyear, Nineteenth-Century Romanticism in
Music (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall; Inc., 1973); p.
147.
43 Richard L. Crocker, A History of Musical Style
(!.Jew York: I>!cGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966), p. 448.
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allowed for

dispersi~ns

of the triad and seventh

~herds.

As a result, Chopin used chords of the ninth, eleventh,
and thirteenth more

freel~·

than l1is

predec~ssors

.

•

'

CHAPTER III
THE CHOPIN BALLADES:

STRUCTURE AND NARRATIVE STYLE

The term "ballade" or "ballad" has had several connotations in past centuries.

It has been used in reference

to a literary form, a vocal form, and also Chopin's instrumental form.

In current writings, the term "ballad'' usu-

ally refers to the literary form, while ''ballade" refers
to

th~

musical form.

The first mention of the ballade as a musical form
dates back to the 11th century with the Troubadours in
southern France.

At that time, ''ballade" meant poetry

set to music and combined with dance; however, by the 13tn
century, the dance connotation was lost, and "ballade''

'

then referred to a stylized vocal piece.
The literary ballad of the 16th century
as ''any simple tale told in simple verse. ,,l
18th

~nd

was defined
By the late

early 19th centuries, German poets such as

Goethe and Schiller expanded the form and brought the
literary ballad to its highest .point.

F. E. Kirby

describes the expa11ded form as a popular genre of the time
1 willi Apel, The Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge: Oxford U11iversity Press, 1951), p. 67.
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S7

which involved legends or historical events Gf the distant past.

The narrative typicalli: ir1cluded violence and

the supernatural, had a tragic concl11sion, and was told
in simple verse arranq2d in a large r11.unber of short
strophes.

2

•

The vocal ballades of the 19th century carne to repre•

sent a special class of art song.

The vocal ballades of

Carl Loewe and Franz Schubert were characterized by a
narrative, descriptive quality as oppo.:;ed to tl1e more
characteristic lyric quality of the art song.

As the

ballades were tied to a literary framework and did not represent individual experiences of

either the poet or t.he

composer, the ballade composers strove toward objectivity
arid predominance of narrative t0ne.
It was not until the mid-nineteenth century that the
term ''ballade" was used in reference to a purely instrumental composition.

Chopin is credited with being the

first composer to adapt the form to the piano, composing
four b2llades between 1831 and 1842.

He combined elements

from e>· ·.sti11g forms such as sonat.a, roncio, and varj_ation
to create a unique type of single-movement piano piece.
Although Chopin djd not devise a set form for the genre,
a feature J1eld in common by tl1e four ballades is a narrative quality comparable to that of the literary ballad.
2 F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music

(New York:

The Free Press, 1966), p. 277.
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1'l1e

balli'ldes are characterized b;;' changes of mood and sus-

penseful unfolding of themes, with the most dramatic effects displayed within the codas of each piece.

The narra-

tive style of the ballades offers t~e drama and suspense
of the literary .bcllad without an actual story being
present.
It is difficult to determine what may have motivated
Chopin to compose his ballades.

He rarely mentioned his

work in his letters, and then only in reference to a performan~e

or publication problem.

3

Alan Walker writes:

''He

had an almost pathological dislike of talking about the
way he composed.

He rarely missed an opportunity of keep4
ing quiet about it. ••
Despite the lack of documented evi-

dence, the inspiration for the Chopin Ballades has been a
subject of great interest to writers, biographers, and
historians.

This interest has led to much speculation and

a wide range of opinions regarding

t~e

subject.

Kathleen Dale regards the creation of the form as ''an
outcome of his (Chopin's) need to evolve a structural
framework withi·

Nhich to develop musical ideas that
5

F. E. Kirby
transcend tl1:: : >u1~'1. s of orthodox form.''
-------- - · - - 3 aavid Witten, ''Ballads and Ballades,'' The Piano
Quarterly 113 (Spring 1981): 33.
4Alan walker, ed., Frederic Chopin: Profiles of the
~1a n a nd t he Mus i c i an ( Ne w~Yc::o:::r~k;::=.:-=~T,.:a:~p:.:l:;:.;;:i-=n:.:g.:..e:..,rc:-';;P:::u:i'b:...;l;:-:ii'-·s::--;:h..:;i'-n:-'g~C~o..:c.=,
1966), p.

249.

5Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth Century Piano Music (New
York: De Capo Press, 1972), p. 156.

'
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accounts for the narrati ''e c::uality of tne ballades as he
writ2s, "lt is sirr.ply that he (Chopin) envisioned a musical form that he saw as corresponding to the literary
form of the ballad .

•

•

a kind of character piece that

would be regarded as, in some way, the equivalent of the
•

116
sonata.

Gerald Abraham describes the creation of the

ballades as ''an experiment in a new and individual form
. . . a hybrid form, half lyrical and akin to the short
•

pieces, half epic and related to the principle of

son~ta

117
form.

Wr:i.ters such as Louis Ehlert, E. Ashton Jonson, and
Alfred Coitot have viewed the Chopin Ballades as directly
inspired by ballads of Polish poet Adam Mickiewicz (17981855).

David Witten, in an article er,citled, ''Ballads

and Ballades," attributes the cause for this direct link
to a casual conunent ~ade by Robert Schumann in an 1841
review of new music by Chopin.

The review includes a

recollection of a visit by Chopin in Leipzig f5.ve years
earlier, at which time Chopin perforrr1ed his F Major Ball~de
for Schumann.

Schumann wrote of the incident as follows:

I recollect very well that when Chopin played
the Ballade here, it ended in F majo~; now it
closes in A minor. At that time, he al~o mentioned
tl1at certain poems of Mickiewicz had suggested his

6 F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music (New
York: The Free Press, 1966), p. 278.
7 Gerald Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), pp. 52-53.

'
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.§?llades to l1irn. ()n the otl1..cr har,d, a poet might
easily be inspirei to find words ~o his mtic;;c; it
stirs one pr0foundly.8
Aside from this fact, there is no ev·.dence that any specific ballad was meant to be associated with any specific
ballade.

Yet, biographers and

hist~rians

have proceederl

to match the -G Minor Ballade with Mickiewicz' ''Konrad
W:illenrod," the F Major Ballade with ''The Switez," the!::_~lat;

l-1ajor Ballade with "Ondine," and the F :t-linor Ballade

with ''The Three Budrys. 119

'

Alan Rawsthorne refutes the idea of direct inspiration for the Chopin Ballades as follows:
To link the na.'!leS of poet and i.iusician was
obvious, but to pin down the ballade to a definite
story is gratuitous and misleading; for in suggesting extra-musical connotations, the attenti·'Jn is
distracted from the purely musical schenie wl1ich
is . • • compelling in itself and completely satisfying.
If Chopin had wanted to hang his piece
onto a literary framework, there was nothing on
earth to stop him from doing so and acknowledging
the fact i~ a title.10
When Chopin mentioned that certain works of

Micki~wicz

l1ad suggested his Ballades t.o hi1n, he may have been referring

~o

features of

narrative content.

nar~ative

style i·ather than actual

David Witten supports this statement

as he writes of the literary ballad as utilized by
Boavid Witten, ''Ballads and Bnllades,'' The Piano Quar1:._erly 113 (Spring 1981.): 33.
9James Huneker, Chopin: The Man and His Music (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1900), pp. 277-285.
lOAlan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos''
in Frederic Chopin: Profiles of. tl1e !1an a.~d ~he Musician,
ed. Ala11 ;;alker (New York: Taplinger Publi.,hing Co.,
1967), j). 49.

'
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Mickiewicz.

'litten maintains that the literary ballad was

refined and personalized by )'.ickiewic::, witl1 features of
s~yle

narrative

rather than specific content possibly emu-

lated by Cl1opin.
The ballads of Mickiewicz are characterized by a suspenseful

unfold~ng

of the narrative through the presence

of an ur.identified narrator.

The narrator keep: the story

•

in present tense, ann arouses the c11riosi ty of r.he reader
through the use of rhetorical questions and withholding of
informat.ion.

•

•

The talE: typically involves the supernatural,

violence, and characters in conflict, unfolding with everincreasing suspense until its tragic and dramatic conclusj.on.

excerpt from ''This I Love," a ballad written

An

by Mickiewj.cz and published in 1822, demonstrates his
typical narrative style:
Close by an old church, in it owls and bats,
Beside it, the mouldy frame of a bell-tower,
And behind the bell-tower a raspberry plot,
And in the plot there are tombs.11
David Witten, author of the article in which the above
stanza was
suspen~~

~s

i·L~pr·inted,

writes ":hat the tale increases in

the narrator tells of the ghost of a young

girl condemned to

haur.~

the cemetery.

It is not until

thE.· last stanza that the reason tor her condemnati.on is
revealed.

11

Altl1ough \-i'itte11 does not div1•lge the reason

.

k .

.

Adc.m M.1.c iew.1.cz as quoted by David Witten, ''Ballacis and Ballades," '>'he Piano Quarterly 113 (Spring 1981):
34 •

'

,. 2

"
for tl1c :;i rl 's condcmnat1011,
c'.Jrnpari:1g similar narrati-.·c

withi11 his

Ballad~s

i1is information is useful in

used by Chopin

.

•

•

'
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Premiere Ballade iP G Minor, Op.

?~

The G Minor Ballade rapresents Chopjn's first experiment in tbe creation of his unique type of single-movement
piano piece.

He began writing the Ballade during his

second visit to Vien11a in 1831, completed it in 1835 while
in Paris, and offered it for pubJ.ication in 1836.

The

piece was dedicated t.o the Hanoverian ambassador to France,
Baron von Stockhausen.

'

Arthur Hedley believes that Chopin began his preliminary sketches for tr1e Ballade in May of 1831 as an expression of his reaction toward the November, 1830 revolt in
Warsaw.

Hedley writes as follows:

• . . But often he (Chopin) was devo11red by
regrets and arixieties, and his pleas11res were
poisoned by the thought of what was happening i~
~oland.
The knowledge that the flower of Polish
:·?uth was perishing on the battlefield made him
realize all the more keenly that he too was a Pole,
and the emotion which the memories of his country's heroic past aroused in him found expression
i,1 the Scherzo in B l-1.inor and the Ballade in G
Minor, both of which were conceived at this peri-

'

od.12

Bused on the proximity in time of the 1830 revolt
and the dat.e of Chopin'::: beginning sketches for the
Ballade, Hedley may be correct in assuming a causal link.
Yet, if the Ballade was inspired as an expression of
patriotic feeling, Chopin's logic in choosing a new form
over that of the polonaise becomes a point of interest.
12 Arthur Hedley,

.
(London:
c'h opir.

Sons, Ltd., 1974), p. 40.

J. M. Dent and

•
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It does not appear that Chopin intended to replace
the polonaise with his newly-created form.

Had this been

his inter.t, we would expect a phasing out of the form
after 1831.

Yet, the polonaise form which he began using

in 1817 was utilized and improved upon throughout his
lifetime, culminating in the Polonaise-Fantaisie of 1845.
The fact that t;ro of the Polonaises were composed within
the same time period as the G Minor Ballade suggests that
Chopin intended for the Ballade to express something different than that which was expressed by the Polonaises.
Although it is possible to attribute the initial inspira•

tion of the

r,

Minor Ballade to the expression of

patri~

otic feeling, the narrative quality inherent to the Ballades (and present to a lesser degree in the Polonaises)
leads to the assumPtion
that
Chopin
envisioned
something
more in the creation of his Ballades.
The remainder of this chapter will involve a discussion of each of the Ballades with regard to narrative quality, prefaced by a paraphrase of the particular ballad
of Mickiewicz with which it has been associated.

The

major emphasis will be upon techniques of narrative style
as demonstrat.ed through compositional features and overall structure of each piece:
''Konrad Wallenrod''
'l'he prose ballad which was the source of inspiration of this composition is the last episode

'
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dynamic shading, expressive pauses, and
•

~ccented

disson-

ances suggest an imitation of q11alities found in human
speech.

The opening phrase provides a sense of foreboding

through the use of widespread ascending eighth-notes
doublc:d in the left hand one octave below.

Marked "pesante ''

and relaxing only slightly at its end, the weight of the
first phrase suggests a bold statement of great importance.

•

A brief pause occurs before the less forceful second
phrase.

Shorter in length and marked ''piano,'' it main-

tains the tension of the first phrase through what appears
to be almost a whisper in comparison.

Dotted rhythms

and triplet eighths provide a sense of agitation before
the termination of the phrase and a longer expressive
pause.

The final measure of the introduction contains

a dissonant chord, the top note of which is held over the
bar line and disappears just before the entrance of the
main theme.

As a narrative technique, such writing sug-

gests a final questioning staternent--a trailing-off of
the voice in anticipation of the narrative which is to
follow.
The final chord of the introduction, illustrated in
Example 1 below, has been the subject of much controversy.

Several editors have replaced the E-flat with

anoth 2 r D in order to remove the dissonance created by
the D, G, E-flat, and B-flat spelling of the chord.
WP.instock maintains that the original Chopin manuscript

'
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has tl1e E-flat; therefore, the creati0n of dissonance ap15
parently was intentiona1.

5 .

4

•

Example 1.

G Minor Ballade, Op. 23 (Measures 6-7)
· First Theme

Following the Neapolitan tonality of the introduction,
the key of G minor is established with the appearance of
the first theme at the ''moderate" marking in meas11re 8.
Haunting in nature, the theme is comprised of arpeggio
fragments written mainly in eighth and dotted half notes
over an insistent two-note accompaniment figure in the
bass and inner voices.

The double-ste1tutted eighth notes

found at the beginning of each phrase serve a harraonic as
well as a melodic function.

In measure 8, illustrated

in Example 2, the double-stenuned notes become part of a
chord of the dominant thirteentl1 which progresses to tonic
in the following measure.

The tension and relaxation

1 5 He r b e r t w::, i n s to c k , :::C:ch:,::O~P.::l:::..:. :n. :.:__,_,T<-'hi-e""';;.;M:.:a:.:n,;_a::;;.:;;nc;d:..,_.;H:.:i::.·.::;s.. . .;;.M;;,;u:.;s::.i::.·c.::;.
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 210.

'
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crea~ed

within each short phrase of the theme is comparable

to the crisp,

poi~nant

dialogue of the literary ballad.

The narrative technique of suspenseful unfolding is
also present within tr1e first theme of the Ballade.

\vrit-

ten in 6-4 meter and marked "moderato," the narrative
slowly pushes forward, only to be held back by the persistent two-note accompaniment figure.

Witten maintains that
•

Chopin's use of slow, compound duple meter (6-4 or 6-8 in
•

each of the Ballades) "was appropriate for the impersonal,
narrative quality used in stor·y-telling. ''

16

,-.
•

•

•

.._.,,•

•

'
Example 2.

(Measures 8-10)

The first theme is followed by a lengthy transitional section consisting of passage-work.

There is a cadenza-

like passage, a tributary theme which is intensified upon
repetition, and a "piu mosso" section, all of which provide changing moods and a sense of ever-increasing agitation.
16 Davi. d \Ii tten, "Ballads and Ballades," The Piano
Quarterly 113 (Spring 1981): 35.
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~he

agitation reaches its highest level within the

"pi' u mossc" sec ti' on as wi· d csprea d arpeggiate
·
d figures
occurring in botl1 single and double eighth notes in the
right hand are combjned with single notes, octaves, and
accented chords in the bass.

The results is a pianistic

display which utilizes the extended range of the keyboard.
This figuration leads to an arpeggiated tonic chord
wl1ich occurs above a "horn-like" motive in the bass.

17
•

'l'he repeat of the four-measure phrase, now marked ''c:ilando"
and ''smorzando, '' leads to a termination of the arpeggiated
•

•

the
figure, with only the horn..;.like motive to prepare for.
•
•
•
•

•

•

second theme.
The F major chords of the h_orn-like transition, occurring three measures before the second theme, appear to
function as dominant preparation for a
tl1e relative major.

secon~

•

theme in

When the tonality of E-flat major

is established within the opening measure of the second
theme, it becomes apparent that the passage serves as
the supertonic, rather than the dominant of the new
key. 18

The transitional passage is illustrated in Example

3 on the following page.

17 Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos,''

in Frederic Chopin: Profiles of the Man and the Musician,
ed. Alan Walker (~ew York: Taplinger Pub. Co., 1967),
p.

4 7.

18

rbid., p. 47 ·

'
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-

Example 3.

(Measures 64-67)

As a narrative technique, the above passage provides
a sense of calm after the agitated passage·-work.

It sug-

gests both reflection upon what has transpired, and a
foreshadowing of that whicl1 is to follow.

In this manner,

the ambiguous passage serves to push the narrative forward
while providing a smooth transition between contrasting
t.hemes.
Second Theme
The lyrical second theme in E-flat major begins at
tlie ''meno n1osso" in measure 68.

Accompanied by a series

of brckr.n chord figures written in quarter notes, the expansive melody remains somewhat subdued as a result of
its "sotto voce" markj_ng.

Although the two main themes

are contrasting in key, Rawsthorne suggests that the
second theme is "a complement to the first, a restatement
l·r1

· a more consolatorymood."
the major mo d e, an d in
19 Alan Rawsthorne.

19

''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos''
in Frederic Chopir1: Prtifiles of the Man and the Musician,
ed. Alan Walker· (lJew Yorl<: Taplinger Pub. Co., 1967),
l?· 47.

'
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The second theme suggests a sense of cautious optimism as
opposed to the haunting, almost pesslmistic quality of
tl1e first theme.

"Both themes consist basically of a domi-

nant thirteenth resolving upon the tonic, and both proceed
melodically from the mediant to the key note.'' 20

The

opening of the second theme is illustrated in Example 4

''

-

5

'

'~

Example 4.

(Meas11res 68-70)

The second tl1eme is followed by a closing theme, also
in E-flat major, which is mo·tivically related to the first
21
theme.
A four-measure transition leads to a return of
the first theme in A minor.
Quasi-Development
The section which follows is described as a ''quasidevelopment" C.ue to the fact that "it consists of variation
2

OIbid.

, p. 4 7 ·

21Douglass M. Green, Form in Tonal Music (New York:·
Ilolt, Rhinehart, and vJinston, 1965), P· 296.

•
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and improvisation rather than true development." 22

The

themes (or ''characters'' in a narrative sense) are not
changed a great deal in terms of content.

Instead, each

theme is transformed through variation and repetition.
The return of the first tl1eme in A minor begins the
quasi-development section at measure 94.

The first phrase

of the theme is fully stated, complete with its accompanyj.ng dominant pedal point.

The phrase is then extended and

intensified t~ough the use of full cl1ords, a ''forte"
marking, and a chromatic rise in pitch leading directly to
a restatement of the second theme.
Kathleen Dale views the return of the first theme as
a narrative technique in which themes are reintroduced as
if to recall to the listener's memory the salient points
23
of the tale.
The intensification of the theme may also
be regarded as incremental repetition.

Mickiewicz utilized

this device through the 11se 0f one-line refrains that
24
'
h
.
.
wou ld return wit ever-increasing urgency.

F 11r thermore,

by causing the intensified first theme to lead directly
into the second, Chopin creates a direct juxtaposition of
themes previously separated by passage-work.
22 Gerald Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), p. 55.
23 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music (New
York; Da capa Press, 1972), p. 155.
24D avi·a Witten, "Ballads and Ballades,'' The Piano
Quarterly 113 (Spring 1981); JS.
•

•
•
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The restatement of the second theme occurs ir measure
•

106 in the key of A major.

Now written in full chords and

octave figuration, the second theme is transformed, creating a fortissimo st tement that Ls heroic in quality:

•

•
•
•
'

'

...
"•

Example 5.

6

'Xw.
(Measures 106-108)

Tte theme is exteno.ed through
of the

3

passage-wo~"."k

comprised

ame chordal accompaniment and the addition of

chromatically-ascending octaves in the right hand.

The

climax of the section is reached in measure 124, at the
"fortississimo" marking, followed by a c1escending arpeggiated figure and a sudden lull.

Agitated passage-work

centered around the dominant of E-flat minor gradually
ascends from the lower register cf the keyboard and resolves to E-flat major in measure 138.
A "scherzando" section, described by Huneker as "a
waltz-like theme with a butterfly existence,'' provides a
short section or passage-work that is more melodic in

'
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charct•~ter

than the preceding passage-work. 25

The waltz··J.ike

theme is extended as ~t travels through various keys.

Agi-

tation is incrPased as chromaticac .Ly-ascending fi.gures are
followed by wide leaps, leading to a dramatic high point
within

meas~re

154.

Ascending and descending figures in F-sharp mi11or lead
to a return of E-flat major in r.1easure 158.

An

ascending
•

scale-like passage rises from its "piano" marking to yet

'

another "fortissimo," and descends from the extreme upper
register of

t~e

keyboard to the extreme lower register in

nighly dramatic fashion to merge with the recapitulation
of che second theme.
R,ecapitulation
The recapitulation of the two main themes (meas11re 166)
may be regarded as highly irregular when comparec to the

'

natui7e of the recapitulation \•ithin traditional sonata
form.

Rather than restating the first and second themes

in the to.riic key, Chopin presents the second t!1eme in its
original key, followed by a return of the first theme in
tonic.
The third apµeara11ce -.if tr1e second theme
another vc.riation and transf•_,rma+:ion.

provide~·

yet

Accompanied by

eighth notes in broken chord pat+:erns, the melodic line
is enhanced through ornan.entation.
25

York:

'

James Huneker, Chopin:
1
Cl1arles Scribner
Sons

s

The result is a

The t-!an and His Music (New
1900), p. 277.

.
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confident restatement which is less a•'lgressi,1e than the
first restatement in A major, and richer i:-. quality than
the original theme.

The turn-like figure which enhances

the melody also creates a cross-rhythm (five against six)
as illustrated in Example 6 below:

'

'

Example 6.

(Measures 170-171)

This theme is followed by a restatement of the closing
theme which first appeared at meas11re 82.
marked "pianissimo,

11

the theme now returns with slight

variation and a "con forza" marki11g.
a

Originally

It is followed by

transitional passage, also based on previous material,

which leads directly to a return of the first theme.
The recapitulation of the first theme occurs at
measure 194 in the key of G minor.

The theme appears in

a drastically shortened version, again accompanied by its
insistent dominant pedal point.

Ti1e theme is again in-

tensified, preparing for what would appear to be yet
another return of the second theme.

Instead, the theme
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leads to an ''appassionata'' section which then merges with
the coda at measure 208.
Coda
•

As in the literary ballad, the most dramatic effects
have been saved until the end of the work, displayed in
the bravura passage-work of the coda.

The coda is unre-

lated to previous material with the exception of a brief
passage near the end in which the eighth note motive from
the first theme is stated.
Marked ''presto con fuoco, '' the passage-work of the
coda is comprised of alternated single notes and chords in
widespread

figuratio~,

followed by extended scale passages.

The scale passages first occur in the right hand alone,
and are then doubled by the left hand.
rnarkad "[ortississimo 11 and
G minor chords,

11

Double octaves

accelerando '' lead to two final

"The downward swooping octaves bring the

26
.
.
1 y vio
. 1 en t en d • ••
piece
to an appropriate

Sununary
The G Minor Ballade is characterized by the juxtaposition of two broad themes which are each repeated three
times and transformed through variation.

The introduction

of the Ballade suggests the presence of an unidentified
narrator, and immediately sets the narrative tone which
characterizes the entire piece.
26 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music (New
York: Da capo Press, 1972), P• 156.

'
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Initially separated by passage-work of contrasting
moods, the themes appear to be complementary in nature.

In

their second appe1rance, the intensified ending of the
first theme in direct juxtaposition with the transformed
second theme again suggests complementary themes.
Passage-work follows, providing contrasting moods and
a suspenseful unfolding of the narrative until a point of
conflict is reached within the recapitulation.

Conflict

'
'

occurs due to the fact that the entire second theme has
been transformed with each repetition, while only the ending of the first theme has been altered.

Therefore, the

juxtapocition of the themes within the recapitulation,·
the transformed second theme leading directly into the unaltered portion of the fir.st theme, provides a sharp con''

trast and a turning point within the narrative.

'

Ironically, the passage-work which holds the narrative together also contributes to the conflict of the
themes.

The passage-work pushes the narrative forward with

such dramatic intensity that it is impossible to return
to the beginning of the narrative.

The themes have been

juxtaposed irreversibly within the recapitulation, leaving only the first theme and a tragic ending as exemplified in the codn.
The overall form of the G Minor Ballade. may be summarized as follows:

'
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A
-

(First theme in G minor)

B

(Second theme in E-flat major)

-

Quasi-Deve~opment

(Return of the first theme in A minor;
return of the second theme in A major;
passage-work in various keys, including
a "scherzando" section in E-flat major)

B

-

(Recapitulati.on of the second theme in E-flat major)

A

(Recapitulation of the first theme in G minor)

-

Ccda (New material in G minor)
•

'

••

•

'
•

.

..............--------------------------.........

.....-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------
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Deuxie1ne Ballade in F Major, Op. 38
"The Switez" (or the Lake of the Willis)
This lake, smooth as a sheet of ice, in which
by night the stars gaze upon their own images, is
situated upon the site of a town formerly besieged
by Russian hordes. In order that they might escape the shame which ~hreatened to befall them,
Heaven granted that the earth should swallow up
the young Polish maidens, rather than that they
should be delivered into the hands of the conquerors.
_Transformed into strange mysterious• flowers,
thenceforward they have adorned the shores of the
Lake. Woe be unto him who touches them!27
•

The Second· Ballade appears in at least two di:ff er:ent
-~-

fy;i

v:e;t'sions between 1_836 and 1839. · Wl'J.en Chopin played t~
•

•

.

'

.

~

.•

''·

!•

Major Ballade for Schumann in 1836, it ended in F major_
,.

'

rather than

A

•

~

minor, and did. not conta.in
.,,,
.

..••

'

episodes of the final published v~rsion.

th~~

28

'

'

contra'stil19'
-·

tThe work is

mentioned in Chopin's letters from Iviajorca · (1.838 l , leading
to the assumption that Chopin probably revised and altered
the work over a period of yeara before deciding upon the
''
29
version which we have today.
Dedicated to Robert Schumann, the work was published in 1840,

27 Laurent Ceillier in Frederic Chopin, Chopin Ballads,
ed. Alfred Cortot (Paris: Editions Salabert, 1929),
Preface.
28D avi. d 1'7i tten, "Ballcins and Ba].lades,''
\.IU<..lrterly 113 ( S p.L· ing 198.l): 33.

ThP

Pi~nn

29Herbert Weinstock, ~C~h~o~p~i~n~:._,,~T~h~e""~-1a"-n--'a~n~d"'"""_H~i~s--'M-u;::.c:.s~i~c
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 103.

'
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Tl1e Ballade is characterized by the juxtapositio11 of
two violently contrasting themes.

Each theme appears

twice, and is transfor111ed upon its second appearance due
to botl1 the effect of passage-work and their juxtaposition.
A fiery coda, largely based on new material, drives the
intensity of the piece to its highest poi~t, ending with
a brief passage that lends a sense of irony to the entire
•

piece.

••

Andantino
The '.'sotto voce'' opening of the piece, a succession

'

of three reiterated octave C's, prepares for the entrance
.

•

.

of the main theme in both a rhythmic and a narrative sense.

•

•

.

The repeated tones serve to establish the lilting rhythm
of the first theme, while providing a brief introduction
to the narrative which follows.
The first theme inay be described· as song-like in
quality with a barcaroj.le lilt.

30

The F major theme con-

sists of two 4-measure phrases .which are stated twice in
succession.
and

c

~qjor,

This is followed by new material in A minor
with a repetition of the second half of the

main therne occurring in C major.

The final measures of

the section contain a series of cadences in F n1ajor,
l lo,_.;,_,d by a slowly arpc,ggiated F major chord.

A brito:.E

·10 lf er be rt We l.· n s t

(New York:

'hopi' n · -...~~,..:.::=::....::~:;:,=:.::....:..::.==
The Man and llis Music
oc k , .:::~~;.;=:..:.:.·
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 244.
•

'
'
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expressive pause separates the F rnajo1: section and tneo
second theme.

The opening phrase of the first theme is

illustrated below:

'!IJCC,

"
'

Example 7.

F Major Ballade, Op. 38 (Measures 3-6)
Presto con fucco

The direct juxtaposition of the first and second
themes, a song-like melody versus a volcano, is analogous

31
to characters in conflict within the literary ballad.
The violently contrasting second theme appears in the key
of A minor at measure 46,

The principle motive, an as-

cending figure written in octaves in the left hand, is
combined with descending arpeggiated figuration in the
right hand.

This contrary motion is followed by an ascend-

ing sixteenth note figuration occurring in both hands.
The opening measures of the second theme are illustrated

31 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music
York: Da capo Press, 1972).
•

(New

'
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Presto co11 fuoco.
.... .. ,

8---~C

'
'

"~.
Exampl·~

8.

(Measures 46-47)

;'

The principle motive is extended, followed by a restatement
of the material in G minor.
A second motive, based on the rhythmic pattern of the
first theme, is introduced in measure 62.

The tension

created by the second theme is relaxed slightly at this
point only to return to a ''fortissimo'' marking seven measures later.

The passage consisi:s of chromatically-ascend-

ing chords in the right hand with scale-like figures in the
bass.

The scale-like figures are centered around the domi-

ants of D minor, F minor, and A-flat minor respectively,
leading to E-flat major in measure 70.
A transitional passage follows, consisting of descending chords in the treble and

~~ale-like
'

around a pedal point E-flat in the bass.

figures centered
The scale-like

figures are switched to tne right hand in measure 78, accompanied by chrorrtatically-descending thirds in the bass.
After the long diminuendo of the entire transitional
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passage, F major is established with the return of the
first theme in measure 82.
Tempo

I

The first theme returns with an exact repetition of
measures 2-8, followed by a sudden pause.

The theme re-

sumes in A minor with an exact repetition of measures 3440.

Due to the violent second theme and agit:ation of tl1e

passage-work which has inunediately preceded the return of

'
'

the first theme, it is impossible for the first theme to
return in its original form.

Alfred' Cortot writes of this
'

'

return as ·follows:· .
.

.

•

'•

.

"' . '

•

Following the squalls which, h.ave ;-udely swept
from end to end .of the. keyboard, the first theme
n.ow takes on a different . chara'<;:~e~ · .,.though withQut any change of .notels--frontx''tliat which· ·it .wore
during its exposition. · ·There lies one of the
secrets of Chopin Is art, 'that ~f.,,~j:i.k~~g. ~e gf
the reflection of or.e ;.;pisode U:p©,n i!J10tber 7. · in
such a way thnt- ''" is able to alter the poetic
significnnc~ u£ the one while faithfully reprod11cc i ng L11e original text.32
The section which begins at measure 95 is characterized by development of moti.ves: taken from the first
theme.

A new, though related, melodic idea enters in D-

flat major at measure 98 where it is treated in stretto33
.
A-flat.
This passage is
like manner over a pedal point
illt1strated in Example 9:
32Alfred cortot in Frederic Chopin, Chopin Ballads
ed. Alfred cortot (Paris: Editions Salabert~ 1929), p. 26.
33 Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos,''
in Frederic Cho in: Profiles of the Man and the Musician,
ed. Alan Walker New York: Taplinger Publishing Co.,
1967),p.52.

•
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----

•·
fll.g-.
'

•

•

"' .

•

.
.._,,,,
'

'----

Example 9.

(Measures 97-100)

. ..

The material is restated in G-flat major, followed by
a "stretto piu mos so,. whi -::h makes use of the dotted rhythm
of the first theme.

The development increases in intensity

until the ''sforzando" marking in measure 114, immediately
followed by a "piano" statement of the main theme in E
major written in the tenor voice.

The the.ae is next stated

in C major in the bass, followed by another "stretto piu
~

mosso" which modulates to G minor before merging with the
"Presto con fuoco."
•

Presto con fuoco
The juxtaposition of che two main themes at this
pair·- provides a less violent contrast than that of their
juxtaposition.

The development of the first theme has

caused it to be transformed, resulting .'-n a theme which
is complementary to the 11ature of the second theme.
Niecks writes of this second juxtaposition c.·.s follows:

'

11
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Tl.e [first] entrance of the presto surprises,
and seems out of keeping with what precedes; but
what we hear after the tempo primo--the ~evelop
ment of those simple strains--justifies the presence of the presto.34
· The secoud theme appears with only slight variation
in D minor at measure 140.

It is followed by a restatement

in A minor, and a four-me<0.s11re extension built nn a motive
from the first theme.

The motive is written in octaves

in the bass and appears to foreshadow a return of the
.
f irst
t h eme. 35

Instead, four descending trills lead di-

rectly to the largely unrelated material of the coda.
Agitato (Coda)
The coda consists of bravura passage-work in the forttl
of rapid double note figuration in the treble and wide
leaps in the bass,

Although the key of

A

minor is estab-

lished at the key change in measure 168, the chromaticism
of the p<ssage-work creates a sense of tonal

amb~guity.

•

A harmonic sequence beginning in measure 184 leads
to a climax
in
measure
188,
and
is
followed
by
a
motive
'
from the second theme which is clearly stated in

A

minor.

Triads alternating with single notes rise chromatically
with ever-increasing excitement until the coda comes to
a complete stop on an inconclusive chord in measure 196.
34 Fre d eric
.
N.iec k s a s quoted by James Huneker, Chopin:
The Man and His !-lusic (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
190Ll), p.

3')

281

'

1 Style
- Gerald .A.bra ham, Chopin s Musica
I

.

Oxford University Press, 1939), P· 56.

(London:

'

P, 6

'l'he inco11clusive chord is the French form of the augmented
sixth, a chord rarely used by Chopin: 36

B··· ··

~f1 Tei:i~p~o.!:I·---

pp

Example 10.

(Measure 196)

The Ballade then ends in A minor with ''one of Chopin's
most magica.' touches--a whispered reminder of the very opening and a slow full close +-.hat 'vibrates in the memory.'

1137

S=ary
The overall fo1.111 of the F . Major
Ballade
may
be
sum•

''

marized as follows:
A

B
-

"Andan ti 110"

A

"Tempo I"

-

(First theme in F major)

''Presto con fuoco''

36

(Second. then1e in A minor)

(Return of the first theme in F major, followed by polyphonic development of motivically-related material and of the then1e
itself)

Her~ert Weinstock, =C~h~o~p~1~·n:.:..:..=-=-~T~h~e;..,..:1~1a=:.:n:.....:a~n~d:;:..,,..~H=i~s:_:M~u~s:::..=i~c

(~ew York:

Alfred A. Knopf,

Inc., 1969), p. 215.

37 Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos''
in Frederic Chopin:
?rof iles of the !<Ian dnd the Musician,
ed. Alan walker (New York: Taplinger Publishing Co., 1967),

p. 52.
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-B

"Presto con fuoco"

Coda

"Ag i ta to"

1Return of the second theme in D
a11d ,'\ minor)

(New material in A minor, a return of a
rnoti ve from the second theme; the piece
ends in A minor with a brief return of
the first theme)

The F Major Ballade is characterized by the juxtaposition of two v~olently contrasting themes.

The first

juxtaposition of the themes demonstrates this violent
contrast as a pastoral theme in F major is immediately
followed by a stormy second theme in A minor.
A transitional section, characterized by a long
diminuendo and descending chord figures, leads to a ret11rn
of the first theme in F major.
•

Development of motives

from the first theme causes a transforn1ation of that
theme.

The transforJt.ed version matches the intensi·ty of

the second theme, causing a less violent contrast when
they are juxtaposed for the section time,
Tl1e final measures of the second "Presto" contain
bass octaves which foresr1adow a return of the first theme.
Instead, four tril)ed notes lead to a coda consisting of
bravura

passage-~ork.

Unrelated to preceding material

with the exception of a brief motive from the second
theme, the coda

pushe~

forward with ever-increasing in-

tensity before corning to a full stop on an inconclusive
chord.
The Ballade, characterized

by

a slipping in and out

of A minor, now concludes in A minor with a brief return

88

of the first theme.

Haunting in nature, the brief return

suggests an unexpected, tragic ending comparable to that
of the literary ballad.

•

•
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Troisieme Ballade in A-Flat Major, Op. 47
"Ondine"

(The Drowning)

Beside the lake, the youth swears eternal fid~lity to the r:iaiden whose for11t he has scarcely
discerned. While she, having her doubts about the
man's constancy, flees despite the lover's protests, only to reappear in the enchanting guise
of a water-fairy. Scarcely has she tempted the
youth, than he succumbs to her magic spell. As a
punishment, he is now swept down into the watery
abyss and condemned to pursue the elusive ny11iph 3 8
with everlasting cries, and· never to attain her.

'

The Third Ballade was written during the period 18:'0-

1841, at which time Chopin was living ~411 George San~ iq . ·
•

,'•

Paris and Nohant.

Exempt -from materiai

,

':/

•.

,:·.

~·

..,

•

l'

~-

worries,·.and:~tlti..:.

fore free to compose, it was a time of reasonable happiness for Chopin.

This ha~piness i!j pos;sil:;>ly reflected i.n
•

the A-Flat Major Ballade, considered to be the most light39
hearted of the four Ballades.
·Dedicated to one of
Chopin's fa·vori te pupils, Mlle. Pauline de Noailles, the
Ballade was published in 1841.
The A-Flat Major Ballade is characterized by the interaction of three themes, all based on motives found
within the first two measures of the piece.
'

The Ballade

38 Laurent Ceillier in Frederic Chopin, Chopin Ballads,
ed. Alfred Cortot (Paris: Editions Salabert, 1929),
Preface.
39 Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos"
in Frederic Chopin: Profiles of the !'1an and the Musician,
ed. Alan walker (New York: Taplinger Publishing Co., 1967),
p.

53.

•

cJ <J
c

combines elements of sonata form with thematic metamorphosis, resulting in an overall form of ABCB--Development-AC. 40
First Theme (A)
The lyric first theme, charming and elegant in nature, appears without introduction in the key of A-flat
major.

The 6-note fragment of a rising scale in the firs";

measure, and the 2-note rhythmic figure at the end of
the second measure provide the thematic framework upon
41
which the entire Ballade is constructed.
The first two
measures of the Ballade are illustrated in EJrample 11
below:
Alleg1·efto.
3

3 4

-

113
l

m.v.
•

Example 11.

A Flat Major Ballade, 0?· 47 (Measures 1-2)

The melody of the first theme begins in the soprano,
switches to the tenor and bass voices respectively, and
40Gerald Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style (London:
Oxford university Press,· 1939), P· 108.
41Herbert \'l'einstock, Chopin: The Man and His l1usic
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 157.

•
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reaches its cadence point with the melody once again in
~he soprano.
by

This 8-measure opening statement is followed

a light development of the 2-note falling second motive,

passing from A-flat to B-flat to C major.
A brief transition leads back to A-flat major and
an exact repetition uf the first five measures of the
piece.

The theme is extended by sequence, cadencing on a

C major chord which is held for two and one-sixth measi.1res.
The held chord creates a brief pause in the narrative,
while the "one-sixth provides the rhythmic key to the F
4·2
major second theme which follows.
.
•

Second Theme (B)

·'

•
•

•
•
•

"

••

..

,,_

Built on the 2-note motive of tl1e f:l;r.st theme, the
'

•

'

•

second theme is characterized oy aqcents which are
on the third and sixth beats of each measure.

•

.

Plaeed
•

A "11irch-

ing'' effect is achie_ved through the presence of chords
43
on the off-beats, and single notes on the strong beabs.

The beginning of the second theme is illustrated in Example 12 on the following page:

(l~ew

2
4 iie r be rt we ins tock , ::C:..:h:.:;Oc.P:..::i:.:n"-'-:-,;;T:'i=h'fer\M_a""".n=-_a-::n;;d:c:H_i_s_M_u_s_i_·c_
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p, 255.

43Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Sche~z?s''
·in F re d eric
· Chopi' n ·· Profiles of . the Man bl·
and h the
f.!usician,
·
ed. Alan Walker (New York: Taplinger Pu is ing Co.,
1967), p.

55.

•
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•

l

'!w.

Example 12.

(Measures 54-46)

The second strain of the theme appears in F minor
at measure 64.

This section builds to a dramatic cli-

max, followed by transitional material and a i-et11rn of
the first strain in F major.

The resulting ternary struc-

ture of the second theme complements the ternary structure
of the first theme.
In a narrative sense, what has transpired thus far
is an introduction to the two main characters of. the
story.

Although the characters will return later in the

narrative, the brief description of each is allowed to
suffice for ·the moment, and the narrative proceeds in an
alternate direction.

A third character, or perhaps an

event, is presented in the form of a third theme occurring
at measure 116.
Third Theme (C)
•

The third theme, written in A-flat major, is com•

p~ised

of sixteenth note scale and arpeggio figuration in

•
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thE.· right hand, ';;i th an inversion of the 2-note motive occurring in the bass.

The themP is extended by passage-

work, leading to a brief section which makes use of a 4note descending motive taken from the second theme.

The

section closes in A-flat major, followed by a restatement
of the second theme.
Return of the Second Theme (B)

•

The second theme appears in the key of A-flat major,
again preceded by its falling octave motive.

The restate-

ment of the theme contains a sudden modulation

~q

C-sharp

minor, the key in which the development section begins.
Development

..

•

The development section has been described as ''one of
the most powerful that Chopin ever composed.

1144

It begins

with material taken from the second strain of the second
tl1eme 1 which occurs over a sixteenth note figuration in
the bass.
This passage is followed by material taken from the
first strain of the second theme.

The motive is stated in

the left hand, with the falling octave motive presented in
sixteenth note figuration in the treble.

The result of

the figuration is a series of 96 G-sharps which serve as
an inverted pedal point.
'

44Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Sche~z~s''
· F d · c Chopin: Profiles of the Man and tl1e Musician,
in re eri
.
p bl' h'
c
ed, Alan Walker (New York; Taplinger u is ing o.,
1967)' p. 55.

'
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The second strain of the second theme appears again
in mea3ure 17 3, this t:.me varied and strengthened through
figuration.

The passa<;e leads to a climax in measure 179,

followed by yet

anothe~

appearance of the falling octave

motive which occurs as a pedal point in the bass.
The final measures of the development contain brief
motives from the first strain of the second theme which
are twice answered by the rising scale motive of the =irst
theme.

The rising c:c:ale theme, after severaJ. restrained

appearances in the center of the keyboard, finally soars
in octaves toward the climax of the entire piece, which
45
occurs at measure 213.
••

•

Return of the First Theme (A)
The first theme returns with a triumphant "fortiss..i.mo" statement in .A-flat n1ajor.

This transfoz111ed version

is comprised of a melody which occurs in octaves overlaid
with rich ha1111onies.

The therne is extended, and accel-

erates toward the ''piu mosso'' coda which ends the piece.
Coda (C)
The arpe9giated figures of the third theme return at
the coda in measure 231.

Four accented chords bring the
•

Ballade to a tr·iumphant close .in A-flat maJor.

45Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1972), P· 157.

•

I
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Surmnary
The overall foL1u of the A-Flat Major Ballade may be

i

i
••

'•

summarized as follows:

•

'•

•

•

A

(First theme in A-flat major; motives includ.e a risingscale figure and a descending second; ternary structure}

B

-

(Second theme in F major; built on the 2-note motive of
the first theme; ternary structure}

c-

(Third theme in A-flat major; consists o·f arpeggiated
figuration above an inversion of the 2-note motive in
the bass}

B
-

(Return of the first strain of the second theme in Aflat major; modulates to c~sharp minor)

-

•

Development

(.Consists mainly of motives from the fir~t
and second strains of the second theme .•
These motives are later .:i.nswex:ed by mo;tliYes
from the first theme; begins in c-shatj>_,
minor and progresses to A-flat major)

A

-

(Return of the first theme in A-flat major; the theme is
transfor111ed upon its reappearance}.

c-

(Return of the third theme in A-flat major; the return
serves as a coda which ends the piece}.
The A-Flat Major Ballade consists of three themes

which are based on common motives.

Rather than a juxta-

position of contrasting themes as found in the first

t'WO

Ballades, the Third Ballade is characterized by an interaction of the three themes.
'

'

t

I

In terms of narra' ·_ve style, the first broad sec-

•'

tion of the piece may be regarded as a description of the

•

three "characters'' or events involved in the story.

'

first two "characters" are described at length, while the
third is mentioned only briefly.

The

The first strain of the

..
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second theme is repeated, serving to refresh the memory of
the listener, and to stress th8 importance of the theme.
In the Development section, motives from the second
theme are enhanced and developed until tha+-. +-heme is completely transformed.

Alternating with brief motives of

the first theme, the second theme merges with the transformed first theme.

The theme is extended, and leads

directly t0 the motivically-related third theme, which has
also been transformed due to its "piu mosso" marking.
The final appearance of the three themes creates a
completely different effect than that of their first appearance.

Initially posed as three individual themes, the

transfor111ation of the three themes causes them to lose
•

their individuality.

The motives introduced at the begin-

ning of the piece have been developed to such a great degree that when the three themes are again stated, the effeet is that of a final triumphant statement .
•

'•

"

''
l

•
••

I

'
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Quatriente Ballade in F Minor, Op. 52
"The Three Budrys"
The Three Budrys--or the three brothers--are
sent away by their father to far distant lands
in search of priceless treasures. Autumn passes,
then winter.
The father thinks that his sons have perished
at war. • . .
Amidst whirling snowstorms, eacl1 one manages
to return; but one and all bring back but a single
trophy from their odyssey--a bride.46
The Fourth Ballade was written at Nohant in the summer of 1842.
••

Dedicated to t1me. la Baronne Charlotte de
•

•

Rothschild', the work was pliblished in 1843.

The

•

'!\.M.inot \.•,

Ballade
has
been
described
as
the
most
elaborate
and
ir•

regular in for1r1 of the four Ballades, c9rnbining elements
•

of

47
.
h
d
d
.
.
sonata form wit ron o an var1at1on.

Introduction
A seven-measure introduction written in the dominant
tonality serves to establish the narrative tone of the
piece.

Three repeated octave G's dissolve into sixteenth

note figuration before cadencing on the dominant just befo1e the entrance of the main theme.

The opening of the

Ballade is illustrated in LXample 13 on the following page:
46 Laurent Cc~llier in Frederic Chopin, ~hopin Ballads,

ed. Alfred Cortot (Paris:
Preface.

Editions Salabert, 1929),

47F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music
(New York: The Free Press, 1966), P• 278.

,'
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'

inunediately repeated with slight embellishment occurring
•
,.''
'
•

•

in the melodic line.

''

'

The statement of the first therne is followed by a

'

'

brief passage written in tl1e Neapolitan tonality.

Com-

•
prised of a flowing octave melody beneath simple chords in

the treble, the pa <os:::9e leads to a counterstatement of the
first theme in measure 46.

The counterstatement travels

through sever,'l keys, with •he melodic fragment distributed
among the soprano, alto, and bass voices.
The main theine returns in F minor at measure

sa·,
'

enriched in texture by "added inner lines and disson-· ·
49
ances •."
The the111e builds to a climax in measure 65,
followed by a transitional passage which leads to the
sec0nd theme in B-flat major.
Second 'l'heme
'

l
'

The entrance of the second theme is delayed by four
'

measures cf "quick modulations--a characteristically wayward proceeding which happily does not take the shine out
•

•

of the theme proper when it arrives.

ti

50

The second theme

begins at measure 84 in B-flat major:
'

''
l
'

'
'

I

4 91•7illiam s. tlewman, Understanding Music (New York:
Harper & Row Publishing Co., 1961), p. 183.
SOAlan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fbntasy and Scherzos''
ir1 Frederic ChorJin: Profiles of the Man and the l.\usician,
ed. Alan walker (New York: Taplinger Publishing Co.,
1967)

I

P•

57 •

'
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,
l

1

,•

?

••

,,

•

',•

•
•

!•

-

•

,

••

'fw.

Example 15.

(Meas11res 84-86)

The 8-bar theme, chordal in nature, is repeated and followed by a transi·;,;ional passage whjch begins at meas11re

"

,

100.

,

'

•

The lengthy transition begins with new material comprised of passage-work wr i t·ten in G minor, F minor, and
flat major.

o-

Motives from the first theme are developed in

'

:

A-flat major in measure 120, followed by a reappearance of

t

the inti:oduction in A major.

!
'
!

I

••
,

'

The restatement of the introduction concludes on a
held A major chord which dissolves into a cadenza-like

•

i
!

figure.

The cadenza pauses on a single note A which leads

'

I

direct.ly to the three hes:'..tant notes of the first theme.
Return of the First Theme

•I
iI

The first theme returns in D minor at measure

:;s.

Returning for the third time, the time appears _n yet
another version.

The melody is re-established and re-

developio:j fir st by canonic ir11i tat ion, and then by elaborate

101
.

ornamen t ation.

51

The canonic imitation which occ11rs in

three voices is illustrated in Example 16 below:

p a tempo.
--~-

Example 16.

(Measures 135-137)

The embellishment of the melody at meas11re 52 consists of rapid scale-like passages which create a crossrhythm with the sixteenth note accompaniment.

The scale-

like passages occur in groups of 6, 7, 8, or 10 sixteenth
notes against groups of six-sixteenth notes in the bass.

'
•

The F minor theme is extended by figuration, leading to

I

•

I•

a return of the second theme in D-flat major at measure
159.

'•
l•
l

I

Return of the Second Theme
The second theme, originally chordal in nature, has
been transformed upon its reappearance.

The figuration

which preceded its return now accompanies the melody with
'

!

scale-like figures.

The melody occurs within fig11ration

51Herbert Weinstock, C~h~o~p~i~nc::...:..:--.-~T~h~e""""M~a=-=nc....::a~n~d:;;.:..H:.:.::i~s:.....:.M~u~s:::..=:i~c
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 265.
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and chords at n1easure 175.

Alan Rawsthorne writes of the

return of the second theme as follows:
· · . Though its characteristic tender quality never quite deserts it, the theme manages to
achieve a strength and grandeur that one would
not have suspected, as it builds to a great climax, finishing witl1 a decisive cadence in the
dominant, C, and a fe1111ata.52
The decisive cadence, marked "fortississimo" and
followed by an

expres~ive

pause, is then followed by five

long-held C major chords marked ''pianissimo."

Another

brief pause occurs before the start of the coda in F minor
at measure 211.
•

·'

Coda
The coda consists of rapid passage-work written in
figuration, double notes, octave&, and sweeping runs.

It

is based on motives which have occurred previously, with
•

I

I
''

special emphasis upon the first theme.

Weinstock writes

•

of the coda as follows:

i
I

. . . Chopin then erupts into the most astonishing of his passionate codas, which here is
nothing less than an entirely new incarnation of
his principal melody.
Everything latent in, or
established as possible by what has gone before
is here flung, under pressure, but with unyielding
.
t
53
1
control, at the is ener.

••
•

i
•

'

The driving intensity of the coda leads to four final chords
•

and a dramatic close in F minor.
5 2Alan Rawsthorne, ''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos''
in Frederic Chopin: Profiles of.the Man a~d the Musician,
ed. Alan Walker (New York: TaplJnger Publishing Co., 1967),
p.

5 8.

53Herbert Weinstock, Chopin: The Man and His Music
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1969), p. 265.
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Surmnary
The overall form of the F Minor Ballade may be sum'

ma1:ized as follows:
Introduction
A

A
A
B
-

I
)

(First theme in F minor)
(Counterstatement

c~

the first theme)

(Enhanced version of the first theme in F minor)
(Second theme in B-flat major)
Development (lengthy transitional section consisting
of new material in G minor, F minor, and D-flat major;
motives from the first the:t11e are developed in A-flat;
reappearances of the introduction in A major)

A

-

(Return of the first theme in D minor, and later in
tonic. The theme is varied and transformed.through
canonic imitat.;on and melodic ornamentation}.

B

(Return of the second theme in D-flat major; the theme
is transformed upon its second appearance; it is developed further, and leads to the climax of the section).

!

'
t

(Occurs in the dominant of F minor)

-

Coda

(Passage-work in F minor; material is based on previous motives).
The F Minor Ballade is characterized by the juxta-

position of two contrasting themes which are varied and

'I
'

transformed through repetition.

As in the A-Flat Major

Ballade, the themes strive toward a co1cu11on goal.

This is

evidenced by the appearance of both themes within the
coda.
The first theme is comparable to a rondo refrain.
It is stated three times at the beginning of the piece,
followed by another appearance after the second statement
of the second theme.

The first theme is varied upon

'
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each appearance through the use of richer harmonies, can"

•

•

!
'

•

•

•

•

onic imitation, and melodic embellishment.
While the first theme ls gradually transformed

I

I

through variation, the second theme is transformed by de-

1

:

velopment and passage-work.

The transitional section

"

'

I

I

which follows the first statement of the theme, and the

!'

1

transformed appearance of the first theme, serve to

I

'

heighten the drama of the work.

''"

therefore complements this intensity.

"

I

A transfor111ed second theme
The transformed

'

I

1

second theme is developed still further, leading to a cli-

;

max and the Gtart of the coda.

Utilizing motives from

previous material, the coda pushes forward until its

I
l

'
•

I
'

dramatic F minor conclusion.

I

I

I
CHAPTER IV
••

I

•

COMPARISON AND CONTRAST:

I
I
I

STRUCTURE AND NARRATIVE STYLE OF THE FOUR BALLADES

i
'

•

'I

l'<arra tive Style
The common narrative quality of the four Ballades,

•

I

I
•

i
'

notwithstanding their divergence of for111, merits the inclusion of each within the genre ''Ballades."

Techniques

of narrative style utilized by Michiewicz and other ballad
writers of the time may also be found in the Ballades of
Chopin.

I
•
I

I

'

'

Those techniques, present to a greater or lesser

•

degree in each of the Ballades, include the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suggestion of the presence of an unidentified
narrator
Use of present tense
Suspenseful unfolding of the narrative
Incr0mental repetition
Characters in conflict (juxtaposition of themes)
A tragic or dramatic ending
Unidentified Narrator

This device is demonstrated most clearly within the
introductions of the G Minor and F Minor Ballades.

The

intro•uction of the G Minor Ballade, declamatory in nature,
immediately captl1res the attention of the listener, and
creates a sense of ant.icipatior; toward that which is to
follow.
105

•
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The introduction of the F Minor Ballade creates a
poetic atmosphere which prepares for the haunting main
theme.

By first creating a sense of peace and contentment,

the introduction gives the appearance of the haunting and
mournful first theme an added poignancy.
''

:

I

I'
l'

''
•

Use of Present Tense
Although there is no musical equivalent of the present tense, the 6-4 meter of the G Minor Ballade, and the
6-8 meter of the other three, allows for a slow, steady

presentation of the material.

All are in compound duple

time, ''which something in the nature of music seems to
render inseparable from the idea of narration. ,,l
Suspenseful Unfolding of the Narrative
'

In each of the four Ballades, Chopin uses agitated
passage-work, incremental repetition, and juxtaposition of
themes to create a suspenseful unfolding of the piece
from its beginr1ing measures to its conclusion.

Examples

of suspenseful unfolding may also be found within themes
and short passages of the Ballades.

This effect is

achieved in a variety of ways, 011e r.1ethod using repetition to delay the forward movement of a theme.
'
In the first theme of the G 1-linor Ballade, an in-

siste 11 t 2-note accompaniment figure restrains the theme.
Handbook to Chopin's Works
William Reeves Bookseller, Ltd., 1908), p. 143.

lE. Ashton Jonson,

(London:

•

'

I
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•

'
I

•
••

'

Also within the G Minor Ballade, the "horn-like" motive
v1hich occurs before the second theme serves to delay the

'!.

narrative momentarily before merging with the second

''
'

theme.

I

The reiterated octave C's which appear at the begin'''
'•

ning of the F Major Ballade create this same suspenseful
unfolding.

The octave C's serve to arouse the curiosity of

•
'

i

'

I
'

the listener, and also delay the beginning of the main
theme.
Chopin also uses silence to create suspense.

In the

•

F Major Ballade, the main theme returns in its original

I

form, and then suddenly breaks off before continuing in A

I

minor.

•

In the F Minor Ballade, an expressive pause occurs

!

after the "fortississimo'' climax of the piece, and is
followed by sustained ''pianissimo" chords.

-

I11cremental Repetition
Incremental

rep~tition

of themes is one of the main

devices which Chopin uses to create drama and suspense
within the Ballades.

All themes are affected by their

repetition, differing only in degree of transfor111ation.
Themes are varied, intensified, or completely transformed,
altering their nature to such a great degreE that it is
impossible for them to be regarded in the same manner.
In the -G l•linor Ballade, the first ther,1e is repeated
three times, with the ending of the theme intensified
•
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upon each repetition.

The second theme is also repeated

three times, appearing totally transfor11ted upon its :Cirst
a11d second repetition.
The first theme of the F Major Ballade is transformed
through polyphonic development and intensification, while
the second theme is repeated with only slight variation.
In the A-Flat Major Ballade, all three themes are developed
and transformed, rnerging in the coda,
The first theme of the F Minor Ballade is gradually
varied and transformed through canonic

~mitation

and mel-

odic embellishment, while the second theme is t.ransforII1ed
more abruptly.
Juxtaposition of- Themes
i

I

The importance of juxtaposition of themes within the
Ballades is dependent upon the incremental repetition of
those same themes.

Also of great importance is the use
•

of passage-work, which either increases or decreases the
dramatic tension of tl1e work.

TJ-1erefore, the degree of

transformation of a theme, and the nature of preceding
passage work are the determining factors in either a complementary or contrasting juxtaposition of themes.
It is in the first two Ballades that the juxtaposition of contrasting
the most importance.

~hemes

is the most apparent, and of

In the G Minor Ballade, the two main
-

themes appear to be complementary in nature upon their
first and second appearance.

A

point of conflict is
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react1ed within the recapitulation when the transfor1ned
second theme is directly juxtapJsed with the unalrered
portion of the first theme.

The themes have been juxta-

I

posed irreversibly, leaving the first theme and a coda

i

largely based on unrelated material.

i

i

'

In the F Major Ballade, the first juxtaposition of

•

II
•
•

''
••

I,

the two themes is one of violent contrast.

However, by

their second juxtaposition, the themes are more complementary in nature, due t.o the transformation of the first
theme.

I

The themes of the A-Flat Major Ballade are charac-

•

terized by their interaction rather than conflict.

Based

on co1ru11on motives, all three themes are tra;.1sfor1ued and
,•

merge within

th~

final section of the piece.

In like man-

•

ner, the two themes of the F Minor Dallade, although
contrasting in their first appearance, are later trans-

•

•

for;ned, with both the1nes appearing in the coda.
•

Dramatic or Tragic Ending (Coda)
The coda section of each of the four Ballades are
characterized by a pianistic displzy of bravura passagework.

As in the l i terar:ir ballad, ti:e most drama tic effects

ha'1e been saved until the end of the work.
The codas of the G Minor Ballade and the F Major
Ballade are largely based on unrelated material.

Of

special interest is the coda of the latter, in· which an
unexpected, brief return of the main theme suggests a

110

tragic ending.
I•

The A-Flat Major Ballade is characterized

by a coda based on the third theme of the piece, while
the coda of the F l1inor Ballade is based on motives occur1·ing previously in the work.

I
:

Structure

!

I'
iI

A.lan Rawsthorne writes of the .structure of the four
Ballades as follows:

,•.

We find in these Ballades not the invention of
a new 'form,' but patterns of behavior which are
viable for these pieces alone, and where the eme~
gence of 'form' is as creative an act as the texture of the music itself.2

'
'

II
I

•

These "patterns of behavior'' result in a divergence

'

of fonn among the four Ballades.

Although three of the

Ballades bear a relation to sonata foru1 in a greater or
lesser degree, each of the four Ballades ''is entirely individual in design and expressive character.

113

The F Major Ballade is set apart from the other three
b~'th

in terms of str11cture ,and also that of expressive

ch.:racter.

It is the most straightforward of the four,

cast in a structure of ABAB plus a coda.

The piece also

contains the most violent contrasts of the four Ballades,
presentir1g problems of structural unity,

Chopin surmounts

this difficulty through the use of intervening passage-work
2 Alan Rawsthorne,

''Ballades, Fantasy and Scherzos''
in F'rederic Chopin: Profiles of the Man and trie Musician,
ed. Alan Walker (New York: Taplinger P0blishing Co.,
1967), p.
3

York:

45.

Kathl 0 ~n Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music (New

Da Cap<' Press, 1972), p. 156.

•

tl1e first theme.

i

Tie result of

this intervention is that of less violent contrast when
th<; therr.es are j uxt.:i.r1rJ,.e,i fur the second time.
Gerald Abraham co11siders the ABAB + Coda form of
'

I
'

the F Major

Ballad~

to be a modification of the form of

''

tl1e First Ballade:
II
''
!

'

I

!
I

!'
I

i

Imagine, then, that instead of the coda, heralded and rounded off by fragments of the fi.rst
subject, Chopin haj here sj.mpl:<,• written out the
first subject in full and in F major; we should
have a form almost exactly 1.ike tl1at of the G
Minor Ball~de. And it seems to me highly probable that thTs or sometl.jr1 like it was the ori.ginal form o.: ::.:->e piece tha l . ·1umann heard. 4

I

Tr1e G Minor Ba.J.lade is considered to be the most
stro111ly influenced by sonata form in terms of t'l(O themes
which stand in mutue.l relationship as first and seco·1id subjects, a development section, a recapitulati,.,,1, a.'d a
5
coda.

As previously stated, the recapitulation is highly

irregular, with the second theme stated in its original
key, followed by the first theme in tonic.

Elaborate

passage-work connects the two themes, giving the pi1;··, a
sense of unity.
Kathleen Dale suggests a parallel between the structure of the G Minor Ballade and that of the F Minor
Ballade:
4 Ger a l d Abra h a1n , Ch._::O::.P.r;:,::ic:n:..,'. .:s=-;:.:M:.:u::.:so..i:c·c~a_l...,,..;S._...c.-..Y_l-'-e (London:
Oxford university Press; 1939), pp. 56-57.
5 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1972), p. 156.

ll2
Both \vor·i:s aL·e bao;ed chiefl::· on two co11trasted
subjects, and in both, the first subject is made up
of short fragments mari:,' tir,1es repeated, while the
second cor,1prisec, a melody whose wide intervals and
swa:, ing rr1ythm enrJow it wit!~ a11 unforgett<"ble, earhaunting quality.6
1

I

f\lthough

s.imilarities do exist, the F Minor Ballade is mor.e

highly •)rganized in structure than the G !'1inor Ballade.

I'

The

F Minor Ballade combines elements of sonata form with rondo
and variation, resulting in a different treatment of the
first therr1e than that which is found in the First Ballade.
In the G Minor Ballade, the first theme is intensified upon each reretition, while in the F Minor Ballade,
the first theme is treated as a. rondo refrain.

The theme

is varied upon each repetition, and is finally transfo1rr1ed
through the use of canonic imitation and melodic embellishment.
'l'he A-Flat .!-!ajo::: Ballade is characterized by a close
concentration of thematic material.

While the other

three B,,llades are based on the interaci..ion of contrasting themes,

the A-Flat Major Ballade is based on three

motivic:all~r-related themes and their interaction.

A

cor1tinuous develop1nent and transformation of the three
tr1emes causes them to seemingly jo~n forces and merge together at the end of the piece.

------------6 Kathleen Dale, Nineteenth-Century Piano Music
(New York:
Da ~apo Press, 1972).
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;, structur· .1 feature commc:1 to the four Ballades is
that of the coda.

David Witten n1aintains that these

''Ballade endings'' are not codas in the usual sense of the
worc1.

v/h.Lle tl1e term ''coda" usually refers to material

added to the main body of the work, the "Bal lade endings"
are still very much

d

part of the work.

7

Witten describes

the "Ballade er.dings'' as follows:
In these endings, Chopin concludes the musical
discourse, and unleashes the tremendous energy
that has built up in the co· 1r se of the piece.
No
verbal description of those final moments could be
mere accurate tl1an that found ln Friedman's definition of the folk ballad:
• • • at last the final and revelatory substitution bursts the pattern, achieving a climax and
with it a release of powerful tensions.a
The use. of the coda or ''Ballade e·rding'' within each
of the Ballades also contributes '·) the:!.r individuality
in expressive character.

The gloomy nature of the G
Minor
•

Ballade is intensified through the violent coda which ends
•

the piece.

The ironic twist provided by the brief return

of the main theme as found in tt1e coda of the F Major
Ballade, .suggests a tragic ending.

The conclusion of tr1e

A-Flat Major Ballade suggests a final triumphant st~~~ment.
'

In like manner, thE' coda of the F 1'1inor Ballade pushes
foi:·ward witl1 ever-increasi11g i11t,,nsity urt.1.l its final
dramatic close.
7 oavid i'litten,

"Ballads and Ballades," The Piano

Quarterly 113 (Spring 1981): 17 ·
8 rbid., p.

37 ·

~!IAP·rER

V

CONCLUSION
•

Chopin composed alrnost exclusi-vely for the !Jiano,
devoting a~l of his creative energy toward that medium.
He discovered a fresh approach to composition, utilizing
such devices as melodic ornamentation, rapid fig·1rati0n,
and chromatic harmony.

Through these innovativE' devices,

existing forms w0re altered and im~roved.
The char icter piece came to replace the sonata as
the vehicle of expression for composers of the Romantic
Period.

These small-scale works, subjective in nature,

expressed the individualism and emotionalism so c:1aracteristic of the period.

Chopin's small-scale character

pieces include the Preludes, Nocturnes, Impromptus, Etudes,
Waltzes, and Maz•1rkas.

Al though each of these forms had

existed previously, Chopin revitalized each form through
the tise of his innovative compositional techniques.
Chopin's Polonaises, Scherzos, and Ballades are
large-scale works characterized by the same subjectivity
and emotionalism as character pieces of sho~ter length.
Chopin revitalized the polo11aise form to create a
stylized dance that expressed patriotic feeling.

He

altered the form of the scherzo, giving it an existence
114

115

inc·.eµenden t from the sonata.

--

-cre3f:ed a u11ique type of si11gle-muven1er1t piano [)icce char-

acterized IJy an inherent narrative quality.
The uniqueness of the Ballades, in fact, the very
essence of the piano Ballade as Chopin's cre&tion, is the
unfolding of a narrative that is actu2lly nonexistent.
The Ballades contain the drama and suspense of the liter~~Y
ballad without an actual story being present .
•

Several writers have matched the Ballades with Ba J.lads
of Mickiewicz, thereby attaching a specific program to each
of the Ballades.

Yet, there is no documented evidence to

support the existence of any direct literary association.
Although Chopin was familiar with the literary ballads of
the time, and was a personal acquaintance of Adam Mickie\iicz, it is the belief of this writer that his intent was
simply to capture the emotion and drama of the literary
ballad rather than provide a musical
specific text.

t~anslation

of a

'l'he fact tl1at narrative techniques common

to the literary ball.ad may be found in the Chopin Ballades
leads to the assumption that this similarity was intentional.
,~arrative

tech:1iques comJno11 to the literary ballad

and tl1e Chopi~ Ballades include the following:

suggestion

of Lhe presence of an unidentified narrator, present tense,
SUS'Jense ful u 11 f cJldiny, incremental repetition,

'

j uxtaposi-

tion of theDes, and a dramatic or tragic ending.

Through

-11 6

t t10 use of

•

narrativ~

tech11iques witl1ir a

it is then possible to capture the

n1usica~

emotio~

of a

•,arrativ~

without following a speciiic program.

I
•

,.

Chopin did not devise a set structure for his
Bal lad'3s, as is evidenced by tl1eir divergenre of form .
.

Al th.ough tl1e Ballades are based 0n elements of existing
forn1s such as sonata, rondo, and variation, the ..::orn1 of
each Ballade is aeterr.1ined by its features of narrative
style rather than adherence to a set form.
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